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Section 1.0 – General
About this document
The MCC Governing Board Policy Handbook documents the guiding Policies for
the Governing Board (GB), delegations and powers reserved. The Governing
Board has adopted these policies for governance, management and oversight of
their responsibilities for MCC.

Who should use this document?


Governing Board of MCC



Moderator of MCC



Other Senior Leadership responsible for the operations of MCC

Related documents
These documents should be used in conjunction with the MCC Governing Board Policy
Handbook:
●
●
●
●

MCC Governing Board Covenant
MCC Personnel Handbook
Bylaws of the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches (UFMCC
Bylaws)
MCC Governing Board Charter (Addendum 2 of UFMCC Bylaws)

Ownership and Location
This document is owned and managed by the Governing Board of MCC and is accessible via
Governing Board website.
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Section 2.0 – Overview
Introduction
The Purpose of the MCC Governing Board’s Policy Handbook is "...to provide
comprehensive information concerning and policies associated with the areas
overseen by the GB, the areas delegated to other individuals within MCC and the
powers reserved by the Governing Board.
The sections contained herein set forth the policies to be employed by the
Governing Board and related to the board functions of Governance, Management
and Oversight. The focus of the Governing Board will be on its core roles of
discernment, strategy and oversight of MCC.

Governance
This section contains information and policies related to the philosophy of
Governance as envisioned by the MCC Governing Board. Governance is the
work of the Governing Board and will not be conducted in isolation but in holy
conversation among the Governing Board, Senior Leadership Team, Clergy and
Lay Delegates of the General Conference

Philosophy of Governance:
The Governing Board of MCC is elected by the General Conference. The
Governing Board shall focus on strategic planning and long-term mission, and
well-being of MCC, not on administrative detail. As much as possible, the
Governing Board shall delegate management decision-making to the Moderator.
The Moderator, along with Senior Leadership Team, shall devote its time to the
long term mission, strategic planning and vision setting to lead MCC to periods of
growth and outreach.

Governing Board Covenant:
The Governing Board shall maintain a MCC Governing Board Covenant, which
will outline its members’ commitment to one another and to MCC. (Refer to
Policy 2 - Governing Board Member Code of Conduct and Policy 6 - Board
Operations and Meetings.)
Governing Board Self-Government
The Governing Board will be organized and manage itself as follows:
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Agenda:
The Governing Board empowers an agenda team, consisting of the Moderator
and Vice Chair, to develop the agenda for all regular Board meetings. The team
is responsible to produce for each Board meeting a Board packet, which shall
contain the agenda, all required reports and supporting materials. The Board
officers or its delegate(s) will ensure that copies of these packets are provided to
each Member of the GB sufficiently far in advance of Board meetings to allow
ample time for review. Refer to Policy 6 - Board Operations and Meetings for
details.

Committees:
The Governing Board will appoint the following standing committees:
●

The Governance Committee will assist the Board to focus on its role as
outlined in its Charter.
● The Finance Committee will assist the Board in its oversight of the
denomination’s finances. It will ensure that routine financial reports are
available and helpful, as well as consult as required on the annual audit
conducted in accordance with the Governing Board’s Charter.
● The Strategic Planning Committee will shall assist the Board to focus on
its strategic vision and other activities as outlined in its Charter.
From time to time, the Board may appoint committees and task forces on an ad
hoc basis to assist the Board in its work of discernment, strategy and oversight.
Such committees and task forces shall receive clear written charges, which
specify the Board’s objectives in appointing the group, the work product(s)
desired from the group and the period within which that work is to be completed.
These Board committees shall not be used for the management of programs or
activities as such functions are to be delegated, ordinarily to staff or to specific
teams, by policy.
Governing Board members are expected to support the work of the Board
through full participation in committees. To ensure the broadest array of skills,
opinions, experience, and perspectives, Board members are expected to rotate
their service among committees throughout their terms, when desirable.

Conflicts of Interest:
Governing Board members shall carry out their duties and responsibilities with
loyalty to MCC and its mission. A conflict of interest may exist whenever a Board
member or close relative of a Board member has interests or duties that interfere
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with the Board member’s duty of loyalty. The conflicting interest may be
financial, moral, political, theological or otherwise described.
A conflict of interest arises when a Board member:
●
●

●

●

Stands to gain or lose because of Board action.
Has a fiduciary duty or close relationship, whether personal or
business, to another person or entity that stands to gain or lose
because of Board action.
Holds an interest in or serves as an officer or board member for
any business, corporation or non-profit organization that stands to
gain or lose because of a Board action.
Faces or is a party to any other situation that creates, or appears to
create, divided or conflicting loyalties.
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The Board requires its members to disclose in writing all existing or foreseeable
conflicts of interest via a Conflict of Interest document (refer to Policy 2 Governing Board Member Code of Conduct) in a timely fashion. This open
disclosure of all such potential or actual conflicts of interest, which is to be
retained in the Board Clerk’s (Secretary’s) file, will allow any conflict(s) to be fully
documented.
If (and when) the GB considers any item of business in which any member
suggests a conflict of interest may exist, the affected member may withdraw or
ask the Board for guidance. The Board will then determine how to handle the
situation. Possible responses include:
●

Disclosure. The completion of the Conflict of Interest Document.
They may then continue to participate and vote as usual.
Recusal: The member shall disclose and complete the Conflict of
Interest Document and withdraw from the meeting while the item is
under discussion or vote.
Resignation: The member shall resign from the Governing Board.

●

●

The member with the potential conflict will withdraw while the remaining Board
members determine whether a conflict exists and how it should be handled.
Any persons who have authority delegated by the Board, including paid and
unpaid staff members, are subject to the same standards of loyalty that apply to
Governing Board members.
Discipline and Removal of Board Members:
The Governing Board has the right to discipline its members who fail in their
duties or disrupt the work of the Governing Board with a maximum consequence
of expulsion. The UFMCC Bylaws (refer to UFMCC Bylaws Article V.E.3.f) which
address the proper method for handling such situations, shall be used.
All members of the Governing Board are expected to attend semi-annual, faceto-face meetings of the GB, as well as any scheduled virtual meetings. All
members are required to notify the Board officer(s), in advance, in the event of
an excused absence during their terms of office. (Refer to Policy 6 - Board
Operations and Meetings for details.)
Management
The MCC Governing Board is broadly charged with management of MCC;
however, the Moderator is charged with the denomination's day-to-day
operations. Therefore, it shall be considered that the GB delegates and entrusts
to the Moderator those management decisions necessary for MCC's routine
organizational function Accordingly, and to satisfy reasonable measures of
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effectiveness, the GB will ensure that this delegation, like all others, is inherently
structured with a proper balance of authority, accountability, and guidance.
Delegation
The Moderator of the UFMCC, elected by and accountable to the General
Conference, shall be the Chief Executive Officer of the UFMCC, President of the
Corporation and Chairperson of the Governing Board. As head of staff, the
Moderator will be the individual accountable to the Governing Board for effective
management of all operations of the UFMCC. Therefore, the Moderator shall
have the authority and responsibility to make operational decisions, adopt
administrative policies and allocate denominational resources except as limited
by the policies contained herein.
The Moderator is responsible for staff performance, and provides the primary
communication link between the denominational staff and the Governing Board.
The Moderator is responsible for maintaining a productive and effective
denominational staff.
Care for People
The Moderator shall be responsible for taking care to provide a safe workplace
environment for denominational staff and guests who take part in denominational
activities or use denominational property, and shall take the steps necessary to
deal with situations where persons are or may be at risk by virtue of those
activities or property uses.
Health and Safety
The Moderator will ensure that all denominational facilities are maintained in a
safe, sanitary and secure condition, that requisite licenses and inspections are
maintained with currency, and that any facilities problems are promptly corrected.
The Moderator is responsible to ensure that a health and safety officer addresses
health and safety concerns. The Moderator will maintain a written plan for
responding to medical emergencies, fire, toxic conditions, weather conditions,
threatening communications, power outages, natural disasters and other
circumstances that create or threaten conditions dangerous to MCC staff, guests,
facilities and/or operations.
MCC maintains a zero tolerance policy around sexual harassment as indicated in
the MCC Personnel Handbook, MCC Code of Conduct and/or MCC Clergy Code
of Conduct governing this area. This includes an area of child protection.
Care for Staff
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The Moderator shall be responsible for maintaining a productive and effective
staff, for ensuring that the staff’s efforts are directed toward fulfilling MCC’s
mission and vision of ministry, and for all issues and matters related to the staff’s
compliance with GB policies.
●

●

●

●

Compensation for denominational staff should be competitive and
comparable to that offered for similar positions in the local or
denominational markets; every effort will be made to comply with all
guidelines for fair compensation. The Moderator may handle
compensation plans provided the overall budgeted amount is not
exceeded, and the plans are, in the aggregate, compliant with GB
financial policies (see Care for Resources section).
The MCC Personnel Handbook will contain all information and
policies related to time worked and benefit packages, including
health and retirement plans.
All hiring and firing practices will adhere to and comply with
applicable local and federal laws, as well as any applicable labor
laws, and will be conducted as outlined in the MCC Personnel
Handbook
Yearly evaluations for all staff members will occur in accordance
with the MCC Personnel Handbook.

Care for Resources
The Moderator, together with the Senior Leadership Team in their areas of
responsibility, shall be responsible for day-to-day fiscal decisions.
The Moderator may not:
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Spend beyond total budgeted expenses for the year (without prior
Governing Board approval).
Exceed budgeted spending in any top-level budget category by more than
5%.
Incur new debt on behalf of the denomination. The Board may approve
credit cards, lines of credit or other borrowing in advance.
Buy or sell real estate or invest in securities other than bank deposits or
high-quality money market funds.
Accept any gift that is restricted by the donor as to its use or purpose;
however, the Board may authorize the receipt of restricted donations by
approving in advance the creation of specific designated funds.
Use donated funds in violation of any restrictions or trust provisions
adherent to their donation.
Jeopardize the UFMCC’s tax-exempt status under local, state or federal
law.
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There shall be adequate insurances in place to conform to best practices for
religious institutions of similar size and structure, as well as any legal
requirements as applicable.
There shall be monthly reporting to the Governing Board regarding all Capital
Reserves, Expenditures and Endowments.
Written procedures shall govern the retention and destruction of all
denominational documents, including providing definitive retention periods for
classes of financial, business, pastoral, personnel and corporate records both in
paper and electronic forms. These shall meet all legal requirements for same.
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Powers Reserved to the Board
All powers, excepting those explicitly delegated in this document and those
limited by UFMCC Bylaws, the Governing Board Charter, and/or applicable
statutes and legislation, are reserved to and shall be within the purview of the
GB.
Oversight and Monitoring
Monitoring
Effective oversight by the Governing Board requires ongoing monitoring and
evaluation in conjunction with the Moderator and the various GB Committees.
The purposes of such monitoring and evaluation are: to foster excellence in
ministry by encouraging open dialogue, communication and regular feedback
among all whose work contributes to the denomination’s mission; and, to ensure
that all senior leaders adhere closely to Board policies.
The Moderator shall be responsible for regular written reports from the staff to
the Board. Reports shall focus on progress related to priorities set by the Board
through the annual vision of ministry and on compliance with Board policy.
●

●

●

●

Financial reports shall show overall financial performance compared to
budget and shall highlight significant financial or operational issues.
The reports shall be emailed to the Board members in advance of the
monthly meeting
The Board shall call upon the Moderator and Senior Leadership (with
the concurrence of the Moderator) on a planned basis through the year
to report more fully on the denomination’s work in given areas and to
contribute expertise, information and leadership. The purpose of these
reports is to support the Board’s learning and reflection on major areas
of MCC’s mission.
From time to time, the Board may inquire as to specific questions of
policy compliance, organizational concerns or other serious issues by
appointing a committee or outside consultant to assess some aspect of
church programming or organizational functionally.
Annually, the Director of Operations with Governing Board
approval shall engage a qualified professional to conduct an audit of
the denomination’s financial records and to report in writing to the
Board.
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Evaluation:
On an annual basis, the Governing Board will participate in the following
evaluations:
●
●
●

Evaluation of MCC’s programs in relation to the Strategic Vision
Self-evaluation of the Governing Board’s performance in relation to the
Strategic Vision, open questions and its goals
Evaluation of the Moderator’s performance in relation to the Strategic
Vision, overall operations and personnel performance.

The Moderator will, on at least an annual basis, provide to the Governing Board
an evaluation of the performance of the Senior Leadership Team (as the
Moderator defines that team).
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Section 3.0 – Policy Statements
Policy 1 – Role of the Board and its Board members
The roles of the Governing Board and its Board members are defined in the
UFMCC Bylaws Article V. E.3 and Addendum 2, Charter of the Governing Board
as approved by General Conference 2010 in Acapulco, Mexico. The goal of this
policy is to address Board roles implied, but not explicitly stated in the Bylaws.
Policy:
The Governing Board has primary governance, management and oversight of
responsibilities for MCC. The day-to-day operations are not the responsibility of
the Governing Board. The primary role of the Chair/Moderator of the Governing
Board is to manage and execute the day-to-day operations of the Senior
Leadership Team and report the status/results to the Governing Board at their
regular meetings.
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Policy 2 - Governing Board Member Code of Conduct
The purpose of this Governing Board Member code of conduct is to articulate the
Board’s vision of its own behavior and to establish a set of guidelines for
professional, ethical and authentic behavior within the context of MCC.
A. The expected behavior of the Governing Board:
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Understands and subscribes to the organization's, bylaws, mission and
values
Subscribes to and practices MCC's Code of Conduct
Acts in faithfulness to the interest of MCC
Acts with loyalty, care and obedience to the MCC General Conference.
Accepts that authority rests with the Board as a whole and not with
individual members (excepting as delegated by the Board).
Receives no financial compensation for Board service. Members may be
reimbursed for travel and/or other out-of-pocket expenses in accordance
with the policies and budget approved by the Governing Board.
Contributes financial support to the denomination above and beyond
contributions made to/through local congregations

B. Duties of Care, Loyalty and Obedience.
As fiduciaries for the MCC General Conference, individual Governing Board
members have the following legal duties:
Duty of Care
Each Governing Board member will commit the energy and time necessary to
enable adequate working knowledge and responsible action(s) with regard to:
●
●
●
●
●
●

The organization's mission and values
The economics of MCC and the plan and budgets required to achieve the
organization's mission
The organization's current financial position
The complexity of the organization's challenges
The information, technology, trends, and consequences specifically
impacting non-profit organizations
MCC's real estate holdings, physical facilities and development projects

Duty of Loyalty
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●

To act always for the good of the community and the organization, even at
cost or peril to the Governing Board member,
● To represent the organization in a positive and supportive manner at all
times and in all places
● To avoid, as far as such is possible, conflicts of interest between the position
of Governing Board member and personal life; and if such conflicts do arise,
to declare same before the Board and refrain from voting in matters where
conflict inheres
Duty of Obedience
●

To contribute to defining the organization's mission and governing the
fulfillment thereof
● To carry out the functions of the office of Board Member as stated in the
UFMCC Bylaws
● To support in a positive manner all actions taken by the Governing Board
even when in a minority position on such actions
● To refrain from intruding on administrative issues that are the responsibility
of management, excepting to monitor results and prohibit methods that
conflict with Governing Board policy
C. Conflict of Interest
Governing Board members shall carry out their duties with undivided loyalty to the
MCC General Conference, its mission and values. A conflict of interest exists
whenever a Board member or a close relative of a Board member has interests or
duties that interfere with the Board member's duty of loyalty. Conflicts of interest
may be financial, moral, political, theological or otherwise described.
Conflicts of interest arise when a Board member:
Stands to gain or lose because of the Board’s action
Has a fiduciary duty or close relationship, whether, personal or business, to
any person or entity that stands to gain or lose because of a Board action
● Holds an interest in or serves as an officer or board member for any
business, corporation or non-profit organization that stands to gain or lose
because of a Board action
● Cannot set aside his or her personal preferences as an individual consumer
of a local congregation's services to vote in behalf of the General
Conference and its mission
● Faces or is a party to any other situation that creates or appears to create
divided or conflicting loyalties
●
●

The Board shall require its members to disclose annually and in writing all existing
or foreseeable conflicts of interest. The GB Secretary will keep Conflict of Interest
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documents on file and the information therein shall be made available to any
member of the General Conference who requests such.
In the event of a possible conflict of interest, the affected member will take one of
these actions: Resignation - The member shall disclose that a conflict exists and
resign from the Board, or Voluntary Recusal - The member shall disclose that a
conflict exists and withdraw from all discussions about and voting on items
related to the conflict, or Seeking Board Guidance - The member shall complete
a supplementary disclosure form and request that the Board, without the affected
member, determine whether the member shall: (a) be required to withdraw from
all discussion and voting on the items related to the conflict, or (b) be allowed to
participate fully in discussions and vote as usual.
D. Documents
The Governing Board strives to hold each other in graceful accountability for
authentic, integrated and embodied ministry with one another and with and among
our constituency. As proof of our accountability and the total transparency of our
actions, each member of the Governing Board will sign the following documents:

MCC Governing Board
Conflict of Interest Statement
I, ____________________________________, understand the requirement that
the Governing Board must be made aware of individual Board members’ potential
or actual conflicts of interest with regard to any MCC matter that will culminate in
a Board vote or decision. I understand that a conflict of interest, or the appearance
of a conflict of interest, occurs whenever a Governing Board member has a direct,
indirect, or financial interest in the outcome of any matter involving MCC. Among
other situations, a conflict of interest can arise out of employment relationships,
consulting arrangements, the receipt of gifts of material value, honoraria or other
funding, or the promise of such future gifts, honoraria, or other funding. A conflict
of interest also occurs whenever a Board member shares with another party (or
parties) to a matter under consideration, any relationship that might reasonably be
expected to affect the judgment of the Board member in the particular matter,
whether in a manner adverse to MCC or favorable to the other parties.
In keeping with this understanding, I will openly disclose all such potential or actual
conflicts of interest in a manner that will allow the conflict to be fully reflected in the
meeting minutes. To that end and for those minutes, I disclose the following:
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Signed: ______________________________________ Date: ___________

Printed Name: ___________________________________________________

MCC Governing Board
Statement of Confidentiality
Personal information collected and maintained by the Governing Board of MCC is
subject to state and federal law regarding privacy and confidentiality. All
information regarding individuals and organizations used or maintained in the
course of development activities (called “Confidential Information” in the
Statement) is confidential and is not to be used, disclosed or taken outside the
scope of the Governing Board.
I shall not, without the prior written consent of MCC’s Governing Board, disclose
or use any confidential information in any way, except that:
A. I may disclose confidential information to employees of MCC
○ in connection with my duties as an agent of MCC (my duties), and
○ strictly on a “need to know” basis.
B. I may disclose confidential information to persons who are not
employees of MCC
○ at the specific instruction of the Moderator or the Vice Chair, and
○ strictly on a “need to know" basis.
This applies to all information maintained by the development office, the Moderator
and members of the Governing Board whether the information is in the form of
printed materials, electronic data, oral statements or any other format.
Confidential information may include, but is not limited to, the identity, names,
phone numbers, addresses, giving history, employer records, family or business
history, business or estate plans, legal or tax status or concerns, interests,
requirements, preferences, practices and methods of giving of specific individuals
or organizations. It further includes any other information I may access in
connection with my duties, as well as any information that MCC treats as
confidential, whether or not it is generally known, contained in public record, or can
be discovered with minimal effort. Confidential information includes information
that I acquire at any time in connection with my duties, whether or not that
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information is conceived of, developed or prepared by me or at my direction or
suggestion, and whether or not it is ever used by MCC.
I shall take such action and implement such policies and programs as may be
necessary to identify and protect all confidential information from unauthorized use
or disclosure and to ensure that all those for whom I am responsible identify and
protect all confidential information from unauthorized use or disclosure. If I observe
any unauthorized use of confidential information, I shall address the situation
immediately.
I shall not reveal information of a confidential or secret nature if I am obliged to
retain that information in confidence.
This statement does not prevent me from making any disclosure required by
applicable law.

Signed: ______________________________________ Date: ___________

Printed Name: ___________________________________________________

MCC Governing Board
Service Commitment Letter
I, ____________________________________, recognizing the important
responsibility I am undertaking in serving as a member of the MCC Governing
Board, hereby pledge to carry out in a trustworthy and diligent manner the duties
and obligations adherent to my role as a Board member.
My role: I acknowledge that my primary roles as a Board member are:
To contribute to defining the organization's mission and governing the
fulfillment of that mission,
2. To carry out the functions of the office of Board member as stated in the
bylaws, and
3. To develop policies that governs the implementation of institutional plans
and purposes.
My commitment: I will exercise the duties and responsibilities of this office with
integrity, loyalty and care.
1.

I pledge to:
●
establish as a high priority my attendance at all meetings of the Board
and Board Committees on which I serve.
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●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

be prepared to discuss the issues and business addressed at scheduled
meetings by having read in advance the agenda and all background
material relevant to the topics at hand.
maintain the confidentiality of what is said or seen at meetings of the
Board or Board Committees.
regard all those who serve on this Board as my peers and to work with
them and respect their opinions accordingly.
act always for the good of the community and the organization.
represent the organization in a positive and supportive manner at all
times and in all places.
observe parliamentary procedures and display courteous conduct in all
Board and Board Committee meetings.
refrain from intruding on administrative issues that are the responsibility
of management, excepting to monitor results and prohibit methods that
conflict with Board policy.
avoid, as far as possible, conflicts of interest between my position as a
Board member and my personal life; and if such conflicts do arise, to
declare same before the Board and refrain from voting in matters where
conflict inheres.
support in a positive manner all actions taken by the Board even in the
event that I am in a minority position with regard to an action.
be available for service on at least one committee or task force and to
participate in the accomplishment of its objectives.
participate in the annual strategic planning retreat and Board selfevaluation programs, as well as Board development workshops,
seminars, and other educational events designed to enhance my skills
as a Board member.

If, for any reason, I find myself unable to carry out the above duties to the best of
my abilities, I agree to resign my position as a member of the Governing Board.
Signed: ______________________________________ Date: ___________
Printed Name: ___________________________________________________

E. Other documents
Other document referenced in this policy:
MCC’s Ministry Leader Code of Conduct (UFMCC Bylaws Addendum 4 MCC Policy for Discipline of Ministry Leaders) (http://mccchurch.org/how-wework/governance/)
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Policy 3 – Conflict Resolution
The Governing Board will not condone disloyalty, unbecoming conduct, or
dereliction of duty.
The Governing Board will hold ourselves accountable to each other and to a
standard of integrity in ministry.
In the event of conflicts and/or misconduct, the Governing Board will encourage
objective, fair and healthy responses that provide a means for setting boundaries
and limits. This Board firmly believes that successful conflict resolution involves
fostering communication among disputants, creating problem-solving situations,
understanding cultural contexts and intercultural conflicts, and respecting and
supporting MCC’s underlying needs at any given time.
As established in the MCC Code of Conduct:
When we fall short, we provide systems whereby there is room for
discipline and grace. We seek to restore, to rehabilitate and to make
restitution whenever possible; to help people escape loneliness, despair,
and degradation; and to contribute to the wholeness of the body where
we seek to do no harm, but rather to edify.
We recognize that there are certain violations of our covenant of ministry
together. Some behaviors are implicitly illegal and/or immoral, which
constitute ethical violations and will result in a judiciary process, the end
result of which may be suspension, and/or loss of licensee. Some
behaviors and attitudes are unethical by our standards and compromise
our ability to perform and provide ministry.
Other behaviors and attitudes harm us and interfere with our ministry and
our own efforts toward wholeness.
We seek to address these violations honestly within the framework of our
commitment to restorative rather than retributive justice.
The Governing Board acknowledges that the MCC Judiciary Process (UFMCC
Bylaws Addendum 4- MCC Policy for Discipline of Ministry Leaders) provides a
necessary structure for the resolution of disputes and that if required, a member of
the Governing Board may serve as the Judicial Officer.
For the resolution of disputes between Governing Board members (who are MCC
Clergy) the MCC’s Ministry Leader Code of Conduct (UFMCC Bylaws Addendum
4- MCC Policy for Discipline of Ministry Leaders) shall be applied until such time
as the necessary modifications and amendments are approved to create a
general judiciary process which applies to both clergy and lay members of the
church.
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A. Documents
MCC’s Ministry Leader Code of Conduct (UFMCC Bylaws Addendum 4
MCC Policy for Discipline of Ministry Leaders) (http://mccchurch.org/how-wework/governance/)
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Policy 4 – Role and Responsibilities of the Board Chair/Moderator
This policy summarizes the role and the responsibilities of the Governing Board
Chair, which position is held by the Moderator of the denomination of MCC as
documented in the UFMCC Bylaws.
Policy:
● As outlined in UFMCC Bylaws (Articles IV through XI) and the
Governing Board Charter (Addendum 2).
●

When the Moderator desires more flexibility with respect to Articles IV
through IX of the Bylaws, the Moderator can apply to the Governing
Board, which may grant that flexibility.

●

Article V.E.2 MODERATOR: The Moderator is elected by General
Conference to serve as the primary visionary and futurist in order to
advance the mission and vision of UFMCC worldwide through the
exercise of prophetic challenge, creativity, spiritual and pastoral
authority, and leadership. As the primary UFMCC spokesperson, an
Elder, and the Chief Executive Officer, the Moderator is a voting member
and moderates meetings of the Governing Board and of the Council of
Elders; moderates General Conference; appoints Elders; and
supervises UFMCC senior staff. The Moderator shall be responsible for
leading the visioning process for the Fellowship, having a presence at
global events, teaching and training, engaging in continuous learning,
community relations, visitation and assistance in churches, ecumenical
relations, and global social justice. The term of office of the Moderator
shall be six (6) years.
○ MODERATOR NOMINATING COMMITTEE: The Governing Board
shall appoint a Moderator Nominating Committee of three (3)
persons. The responsibility of the Moderator Nominating Committee
is to actively solicit candidates for the position, review any and all
applications, and select up to five (5) qualified candidates. The
qualified candidates shall be presented by the Governing Board to
the General Conference for election.
○ VACANCY IN THE OFFICE OF MODERATOR: In the event of a
vacancy in the office of Moderator, the Governing Board shall elect
an Interim Moderator to fill the vacancy until the next General
Conference, when an election shall be held to fill the vacancy. The
term of office of the Moderator elected by General Conference to fill
the vacancy shall be six (6) years.

●

V.E.3. (c) (2) (a) DISCIPLINE OF THE MODERATOR: Complaints
about the Moderator must be submitted to the Governing Board in
written form and must be signed by a minimum of one (1) member of
the clergy from each of ten (10) different churches and by the Lay
Delegates representing the majority of the Lay Delegate votes from
each of ten (10) different churches, and may be initiated by either the
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clergy or Lay Delegates. The Governing Board shall establish and
publish its procedure for considering complaints about the Moderator.
●

V.E.3 (c) (3) (a) REMOVAL OF THE MODERATOR: If the Governing
Board determines that the Moderator is unable to unwilling to fulfill the
responsibilities of the position, the Governing Board may, by a vote of
two-thirds (2/3) of the full Governing Board, remove the Moderator
from the position. Such action shall be reported to the General
Conference within five (5) business days. The Governing Board may
elect someone who meets the qualifications to serve as Interim
Moderator until the next General Conference, when an election shall
be conducted to fill the vacancy.

●

IX.B.2 SUBMISSION OF ASSESSMENT PAYMENT: Wherever
possible and desirable as determined by the Governing Board, churches
shall send their assessment directly to the UFMCC Headquarters.
However, the Governing Board may choose, in certain circumstances,
to authorize special accounts in nations other than the United States to
hold in trust the UFMCC assessment payments within that nation. The
Governing Board, upon the recommendation of the Moderator, will name
the signatories on said accounts and will approve a budget for use of
those monies for UFMCC purposes and programs within the respective
nation. The Governing Board shall establish appropriate policies and
procedures concerning the care of funds held in trust for UFMCC.
Whenever funds are transmitted internationally to UFMCC, Fellowship
Offices shall provide documentation satisfactory to national/regional
government authorities in the sending countries.

Addendum 2 – GB Charter excerpt:
● The officers of the Governing Board shall include a Chairperson, who
is the Moderator elected by the General Conference of the UFMCC,
plus a Vice Chairperson, a Secretary and a Treasurer elected by the
Governing Board.
●

Chief Executive Officer: The Moderator of the UFMCC elected by the
General Conference and accountable to the General Conference shall
be the Chief Executive Officer of the UFMCC, President of the
corporation and Chairperson of the Governing Board. As head of staff
the Moderator will be the individual accountable to the Governing
Board for effective management of all operations of the UFMCC.
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Policy 5 – Role and Responsibilities of the Vice-Chair and
officials
This policy captures the role and responsibilities of the Governing Board officers
as reflected in the UFMCC Bylaws and the minutes of the Governing Board
meeting held on August 2 – 6, 2010 at Dayspring Retreat Center, Parrish FL
USA.
Policy:
These are the elected officers of the Governing Board:
A. Vice Chair
The Vice Chair will:
● facilitate GB work as requested when the Moderator is not available,
● work with the Moderator on the agenda for meetings,
● help the Moderator keep track of the work flow of the Board,
● moderate meetings in the absence of the Moderator,
● facilitate Moderator’s annual performance evaluation, and
● be elected annually.
`
B. Treasurer
The Treasurer will:
● chair the Board Finance Team,
● helps the Board deal with financial oversight and policies,
● be the primary interface between the Governing Board and the
Moderator/CEO and the accounting staff,
● be elected annually; and is limited to two consecutive terms.
C.

Secretary/Clerk
The Secretary/Clerk will:
● be knowledgeable about official MCC documents,
● work with the Assistant to the Moderator to provide minutes of
meetings,
● fulfill legal requirements for secretary/clerk under California law,
● be elected annually.
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Policy 6 – Board Operations and Meetings
The purpose of the Board Operations and Meetings policy is to provide general
guidance and expectations for the way in which the Governing Board will conduct
its business and meetings during its tenure.
Policy:
The Governing Board will hold regular meetings to conduct its functions related
to the Oversight, Governance and Management of MCC. As often as finances
and schedules permit, the Governing Board will meet face-to-face. In between
those meetings, the Governing Board will hold virtual meetings as often as is
necessary to conduct the business of the denomination.
1. The Governing Board will meet no less often than once monthly, and twice
yearly will meet face-to-face at a location to be determined when the funds
are available. .
2. An annual face-to-face meeting will be held (preferably August) at which
the GB will, at a minimum
a) Elect Governing Board officers, and
b) Conduct Governing Board/Moderator evaluations.
3. Because it is important to have as many members as possible present
during meetings to represent diverse perspectives/voices when
conducting business, members are required to prepare for and attend
scheduled meetings of the Governing Board.
a) Attendance is expected to at least 80% of called Governing Board
meetings, with no more than two (2) unexcused absences.
b) Excepting instances of death or unexpected illness, no absence will
be considered excused without prior notice. .
c) Each Board member will receive an Agenda and business package
in advance of each meeting.
d) Each member is expected to be prepared for meetings
e) Review contents of business meeting package.
4. After each meeting, approved and only approved minutes and documents
will be posted for the public to review.
5. The Governing Board is comprised of eight (8) elected members plus the
Moderator.
a) A meeting quorum consists of a simple majority (at least five
members), but must include the Moderator/Chair or the Vice-Chair.
b) A simple majority of the members present is required to pass a
motion.
6. The Governing Board will identify a process/strategy for developing annual
Board priorities and opening questions to consider throughout the fiscal
year.
7. After meeting with our consultant, Dan Hotchkiss, and learning about
California Corporations Code these voting protocols will guide our
Governing Board meetings as of 04/02/16:
a) Motions can be made at face to face, conference calls and virtual
meetings (real time) where everyone can be heard. In order to
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vote, you must be present at the meeting and able to hear and be
heard.
b)

Email voting: The exception an email motion can be recorded if
unanimous. All eligible members of the Governing Board must vote.
Everyone must cast a vote. If not unanimous, then it goes to next
meeting for discussion.
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Policy 7 – Board Representatives/Delegates
The purpose of this policy is to address the creation and empowerment of
delegations to act on behalf of the Governing Board in furtherance of the vision
and mission of MCC.
Policy:
A. The primary authority to create and authorize delegations resides with the
Moderator/Chair of the Governing Board.
a. The Moderator will define the mission of the delegation.
b. The Moderator will establish both the expectations and the boundaries
of the assignment.
c. The Governing Board will affirm the mission and the resources
necessary to accomplish the goals of the mission.
B. The members of the delegation will provide a trip report to the Governing
Board in a timely manner following the completion of their assignment.
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Policy 8 – Committees of the Board and Charters
The Governing Board (GB) acknowledges the importance of Committees, teams
and ad hoc or task force as helpers and assistants in initiatives in different ways.
This working group may have the advantage of widening the Governing Board
viewpoints' and work under the direction and remain subordinate to the Governing
Board.
The Governing Board is the only body who will determine the creation of this
working group, structuring or assigning duties to them.
The Governing Board acknowledges that it may at times benefit from the creation
of various Standing Committees, Teams, and Task Forces (Ad hoc committees) to
work on various initiatives in different ways. Such groups may generate the
advantage of widening the GB’s viewpoints or scope; however, they would work
only under the direction of and always remain subordinate to the GB. Further, the
GB is the only body with the authority to create, structure and/or assign duties to
these working groups.
For further clarification,
Standing Committees gather information, draft policy, and prepare in some way to
report to their commissioning body. Any work the Board assigns to a standing
committee remains a part of the Board's job description. Such committees should
be, for the most part, temporary and appointed in light of the immediate exigencies
of Board business.
The Governing Board might appoint, among others, the following types of standing
committees: finance, personnel, audit, nominating, budget, governance and policy.
In exceptional cases, and at the Governing Board’s sole discretion, the Board
might delegate the oversight of a certain Board functions to a standing committee.
Teams are working groups intended to produce the practical result of some actions
taken or set forth by the Governing Board. Some teams fulfill directly certain
specific aspect(s) of the congregation's mission and others produce results that
are supportive in nature.
Ad hoc committees or Task Forces, are special committees of experts formed
expressly for the purpose of studying a particular problem or set of related
problems. The task force performs some sort of an audit to assess the situation,
then draws up a list of the current challenges and evaluates which ones should be
addressed and which ones may actually be overcome. The task force then
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formulates a set of potential solutions to the problems and determines, according
to some set of standards, the “best” solution for each problem.
Finally, the task force presents its findings and proposed solutions to the
Governing Board that called for its formation. It is up to the Governing Board itself
to actually act upon a task force's recommendations.
Ad hoc committees are composed of a chair and other appointed members as may
be required. All ad hoc committees will include at least one Board member who
shall serve as a link between the committee and the Board.
Each member of the Governing Board must serve on at least one committee or
task force and participate in the accomplishment of its objectives.
The Governing Board will establish for all committees, teams and task force
groups, these units:
● vision,
● number of members,
● duration and work deadline(s)
● goals,
● structure,
● template report format,
● expectations (to be met), and
● evaluation principle(s).
Additionally, the Governing Board will determine all matters pertaining to the
implementation of any decisions arising from any group’s work.
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Policy 9 – Policy Making
The Governing Board is responsible for establishing broad policies that provide
the basis for planning, implementation and evaluation of all efforts to fulfill MCC’s
purpose, vision and direction. To that end, the GB sets forth these standards,
procedures and methods, i.e. this Policy Making policy, for instituting and/or
amending its own guiding principles.
Policy:
A. Any GB member may identify a policy need and/or propose a means of
addressing a perceived need by composing a draft policy recommendation
and presenting same to the Governance Committee:
 If there is an existing committee/team into whose area of responsibility
the proposed policy falls, the drafting Board member must collaborate
with that committee/team to include its perspective in the draft policy.
 The draft must be accompanied by a statement(s) of:
o why the proposed policy is needed,
o the scope and intended purpose of the proposed policy, and
o how the proposed policy furthers the GB’s function(s) with
regard to advancing the mission and vision of MCC.
B.

The Governance Committee will send out the draft and accompanying
statements for review and evaluation by the Governing Board, asking only
“Does the proposed policy meet its intended purpose as stated?”

C.

The Governance Committee will then consider the GB’s collective feedback
and
○ recommend that the GB accept the draft policy as submitted, or
○ revise the draft policy and recommend that the GB accept the policy as
revised, or decline to recommend that the policy be accepted.

D.

The Governing Board will approve the Governance Committee’s policy
recommendation(s), if any; and only approved recommendations will be
considered for release/publication in Policy Handbook updates.

E.

An updated version of the Governing Board Policy Handbook will be
published and placed on a site that is accessible to the public.
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Policy 10 – Facilities and Real Estate
This policy addresses general concerns of properties owned, leased, rented by
and/or gifted to UFMCC.
Policy:
Real Property Titles and Ownership
Real properties acquired by UFMCC will be held in the name of UFMCC and their
disposition and use subject exclusively to the decision(s) of the Governing Board
made in accordance with UFMCC Bylaws.
Mortgages and Encumbrances
The real properties of MCC may be encumbered only with the express consent of
the Governing Board.
Use and Disposition of Property
Personal property owned, whether through purchase, donation or bequest, by
MCC will be used and disposed of solely at the discretion of the Governing Board,
and in a manner consistent with UFMCC Bylaws and the organization’s character
as a tax-exempt, non-profit entity.

Protection of Property
The Governing Board is responsible for assuring that the titles to properties are
properly recorded and that title insurance is secured. The Director of Operations,
on behalf of the Governing Board, is responsible for obtaining adequate insurance
for properties.
Property Inventory
The Director of Operations should maintain and share with the Finance Committee
a current inventory of all MCC properties, both real and personal, valued at more
than a thousand dollars (U.S.).
Inspections and Maintenance
The Director of Operations, or that individual’s designee(s), will inspect MCC
properties for maintenance needs no less frequently than once per annum.
When maintenance is required and is the responsibility of MCC, a licensed
contractor shall be hired to conduct such maintenance in compliance with local
building code(s). When maintenance is required and is not the responsibility of
MCC, the Director of Operations shall report such needs to the landlord(s) and
assure that repairs are completed in accordance with the applicable terms of the
lease.
.
Property Rented to Others
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When any of MCC’s real property is leased, rented or used in any form by other
persons or groups, the Governing Board will assure that the use is both lawful and
not inconsistent with MCC’s mission and values, and that the users maintain
insurance coverage for damages and/or liabilities arising from their use.
No properties should be sub-leased at other than fair market value, and all lease
contracts should be prepared and reviewed by MCC's legal counsel.
Insurance
The Director of Operations, along with the Finance Committee, will secure
professional insurance advice and assure that adequate insurance coverage is
obtained. This will include property and liability coverage sufficient to cover
liabilities pertaining to members of MCC staff, whether volunteer or paid.
Property Tax Exemption
The Governing Board will seek to assure that, in so far as is possible, all real estate
of MCC is used so as to qualify for tax exemption.
Gifts of Real Estate
The Governing Board will review any gift of real estate.
Ideally, real estate gifted to UFMCC should be sold as quickly as possible.
For gift crediting and accounting purposes, the value of the gift is the appraised
value of the real estate reduced by the costs of appraisal, maintenance, real estate
taxes, insurance, broker's commission and other costs of sale, unless the donor
makes an additional gift of cash to cover these expenses.
The donor may be asked to pay for all or a portion of the following:
● Appraisal cost
● Maintenance cost
● Real Estate taxes
● Insurance
● Real Estate Broker's commission and other costs associated with the sale
of the property subsequent to its donation
The property must be transferred to MCC prior to MCC’s entertaining any formal
offer or contract for purchase of the property.
The property must be appraised by an independent and professional agent. That
agent must base the appraisal on a personal visitation and internal inspection of
the property. The appraisal should contain photographs of the property, the tax
map number, the assessed value, zoning status, and complete information
regarding all mortgages, liens, litigations and title disputes of the property, and
whenever possible should also include documented valuation of comparable
properties located in the same geographic area.
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MCC reserves the right to require any environmental assessment of gifted
property.
The proceeds of the sale of a gift of real estate are addressed in Policy 18 – Gift
Acceptance Policy.
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Policy 11 – Governing Board and Moderation Transition Dates
Purpose: The Governing Board has identified these pertinent transitional dates
for planning purposes before and after General Conference elections with
staggered terms for Governing Board members and a newly elected Moderator.

Policy:
The Governing Board has established these transitional dates as follows:
1. Outgoing Governing Board member’s term expires at the end of the last
day of General Conference.
2. Incoming Governing Board –Elect – term starts the first day after the end
of General Conference.
3. Outgoing Moderator term ends on 30 September of the election year of
the new Moderator.
4. Moderator-Elect – term starts 01 October following the General
Conference.
5. Installation service for Moderator-Elect will be held during the month of
October following their election at the General Conference.
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Policy 12: Communications Policy
The Governing Board believes regular communications are an important part of
creating an open, candid, and productive dialogue. Communication between the
Governing Board, Council of Elders, MCC Staff, MCC congregations and other
interested parties is a vital part of the Governing Board's governance process.
Policy:
To that end the Governing Board has developed and adopted the following
policies and procedures by which the Governing Board and interested parties
can communicate with one another.
Interested parties may send communications directly to the members of the
Governing Board by e-mailing governingboard@mccchurch.net or posting
appropriate responses on the Governing Board web-site.
1. The Governing Board's acceptance and forwarding of a communication to the
Board or any member or members of the Board does not imply that the
Governing Board owe or assume any duty to the person submitting the
communication, all such duties being only as prescribed by applicable MCC
Bylaws, State or Federal Laws in which UFMCC is incorporated.
2. The Governing Board reserves the right to forward communications sent to
the Governing Board to appropriate parties such as but not limited to Council
of Elders or MCC Staff.
3. The following types of communications are not appropriate for delivery to the
Governing Board:
• Communications regarding individual grievances or other interests that
are personal to the party submitting the communication and could not
reasonably be construed as the responsibility or role of the Governing
Board as outlined in the UFMCC Bylaws.
• Communications that, under community standards, contain offensive,
scurrilous or abusive content; and
• Communications that have no rational relevance to the business or
operations of the Governing Board.
4. Upon receiving and processing the communication the Governing Board
shall review each communication to determine whether:
• The communication satisfies the procedural requirements for
submission under these procedures; and
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• The substance of the communication is of a type that is appropriate
for delivery to the Governing Board under the criteria set forth in
paragraph (4) above.
5. If a communication does not conform to the procedural requirements of
these procedures but is determined that it is appropriate for another MCC
party, the communication will be forwarded to the appropriate MCC party
and the sender will be notified of such forwarding.
6. If a communication does not conform to the procedural requirements of
these procedures nor is it determined that it is appropriate for any another
MCC party there is no requirement for the Governing Board to respond to
the sender.
7. On behalf of the Board, the Secretary/Clerk of the Board shall:


Provide meeting minutes to be posted on the Governing Board
web-site



Serve as its agent to receive, review, and send written
communications addressed to/from the Board



Serve as its primary agent to acknowledge receipt of acceptable
electronic communications sent to the Governing Board within one
business day.



Not forward communications that are of a personal nature or not
related to the duties and responsibilities of the Governing Board,
including, without limitation, junk mail and mass mailings, nonrequested business solicitations



Send and or respond to communications on behalf of the Board
when authorized by the Board to do so. Communications should
explicitly state that the communication is on behalf of and
authorized by the entire Board.

8. On behalf of the Board, the Moderator's Office shall:


Serve as its agent to receive, review, and send written
communications addressed to/from the Governing Board



Not forward communications that are of a personal nature or not
related to the duties and responsibilities of the Governing Board,
including, without limitation, junk mail and mass mailings, nonrequested business solicitations
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Send and or respond to communications on behalf of the Board
when authorized by the Board to do so. Communications should
explicitly state that the communication is on behalf of and
authorized by the entire Board.

9. The Governing Board Chair may appoint any member of the Board to
reply or send communications on behalf of the Board. The Chair shall
notify the entire Board when such an appointment has been made.
Communications should explicitly state that the communication is on
behalf of and authorized by the entire Board.
10. On behalf of the Governing Board, the MCC staff responsible for
maintaining the MCC website shall:


Have the authority to determine if comments posted on the
Governing Board site is inappropriate



Has the authorization to decline inappropriate comments from
public postings



Shall notify the Governing Board of all submissions to the
Governing Board site, with the exception of junk mail and mass
mailings, non-requested business solicitations, regardless if the
submission has been publicly posted or not.

11. The Governing Board shall review website postings and then designate a
member of the Board to draft and post an appropriate response within a
timely manner.
12. The Governing Board shall use a variety of communication platforms to
communicate. These platforms should include: UFMCC mass e-mail,
UFMCC Newsletters, UFMCC website, written reports required by
UFMCC Bylaws, and other forms of communication such as
teleconferencing and webcasts.
13. All written communications to the Denomination or external to MCC shall:


Be reviewed by the communications team prior to publication for
accuracy, intent and impact.



Be sent the entire Governing Board 24 hours prior to mass publication.
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Policy 13 – GB Compliance Oversight
Policy: As part of our duty of obedience, the GB is responsible for ensuring that
MCC is in compliance with all regulations for not-for-profit organizations and
religious institutions. This is inclusive of all countries, local and state
governmental requirements where MCC has an official presence. Because MCC
is a US based non-for-profit, licensed in the state of California particular attention
and priority must be given to US and California regulations for not-for-profit
organizations.
Compliance includes, but is not limited to, other policies that have been adopted
in this manual, i.e., “Whistleblower Policy,” board member non-compensation
policy, etc.
Governing board members must comply with state and federal laws relating to
MCC.
Regulatory and Legal Compliance Filings
Service (IRS) Code Section 510(c) (3), is organized and operated exclusively for
charitable purposes, and makes all required regulatory and legal filings in an
accurate and timely fashion.
Legal and Regulatory Compliance: The Board will ensure that:
MCC is recognized by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) as tax-exempt under
Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c) (3) and organized and operated
exclusively for charitable purposes.
MCC meets the public support test set forth in Internal Revenue Code Section
170(b) (1) (A) (vi) as modified by Treasury Regulation Section 170A-9(e) (10).
MCC’s Board serves without compensation (exclusive of the Moderator).
MCC’s Board is not controlled by any other nonprofit organization, or by any
single family, business, or governmental entity or any narrow group within the
community.
MCC’s financial resources are used solely in furtherance of its mission.
MCC meets all legal requirements.
Regulatory Filings: The Moderator/CEO will make all required regulatory filings
on a timely basis. Any delays will be reported to the Board in a timely manner
and the Board will be kept appraised of progress.
Regulatory Compliance Review: The GB will undertake an annual regulatory
compliance review to ensure that MCC stays up-to-date on relevant regulatory
developments.
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Policy 14 – GB- Council of Elders Bylaw Compliance Policy
This policy serves as an understanding between the Governing Board Bylaw
Team/Chair and the Council of Elders with regard to assuring that UFMCC Bylaw
changes and updates that affect local church bylaws are communicated to the
Elders. The GB Governance/Bylaw Team Chair is responsible for the
interpretation of the UFMCC Bylaws.
Policy:
1. The Governing Board will ensure that amended UFMCC Bylaws are
published in a timely manner following MCC General
Conference. Professional courtesy will be extended to the Senior
Leadership Staff/Elders by notifying them of the amended documents
availability.
2. The Council of Elders/Elder will ensure that the local churches’
administrative bodies incorporate applicable amendments in a timely
matter.
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Policy 15 – Church Closures and Distribution of Funds
Per UFMCC Bylaws, Article V.B.10 - CLOSURE: When a church disbands or
ceases to operate, the net assets of the church will revert to the use of the General
Conference of the UFMCC. The Governing Board will decide the disposition of
said property.
Policy:
The Governing Board will consider UFMCC’s current financial situation with
particular attention to the following categories, before disbursing any closurerelated funds:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Estimated legal fees
Cash to fulfill designated reserves
Accounts payable
Fund cash reserve account
Funds for church planting or contributing to an existing church to retain a
viable MCC presence in a local area.

The Governing Board will decide the specific allocation or distribution formula for
a specific property during the church closure process, and such decision will be
made on a case-by-case basis.
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Policy 16 – Assessment Payment
Purpose:
Develop a policy that addresses the implications of non-payment of assessments
on a church’s affiliation status and to clarify the relationship between the
Governing Board and staff implementation of assessment collection procedures.
Policy:
It is the policy of Metropolitan Community Churches that each emerging and
affiliated church shall report to MCC its weekly worship attendance and
contribute a financial assessment in order to support the global ministry of MCC.
The assessment rate and period for reporting and payment are determined by
the General Conference. When a church is unable or unwilling to submit its
report and/or contribute its assessments in a timely manner, MCC will implement
the Assessment Compliance Process as established by the Governing Board.
UFMCC BYLAWS Article IX- Church Finances
All churches that are in compliance with an agreed Restoration Plan become
eligible for forgiveness of arrears to enable them to move forward in good
relationship with the denomination.
Forgiveness of unpaid assessments for a church that has become at least six (6)
months behind on reporting and paying assessments at the rate established by
General Conference (currently 12%) will only be considered if that church has
accepted support from the denomination and has complied with its Restoration
Plan.
If a church neglects to report and pay assessments monthly and to communicate
with MCC staff about its non-reporting and/or non-payment for six (6) months or
more, the church will be deemed non-compliant with denomination affiliation
criteria and certain measures will be taken.
Possible measures to be taken may include failure to seat the church’s lay
delegate(s) at General Conference and/or failure to seat the church’s clergy
delegate(s) at General Conference. Continued non-compliance may result in
additional measures such as non-renewal of clergy licensure for the church’s
senior pastor and/or suspension of the church affiliation status.
Decisions regarding these measures will be carried out in line with UFMCC
Bylaws and the MCC Ministry Leader Code of Conduct and, as such, will be
implemented by the appropriate member or body of Staff, Senior Leadership
Team, Council of Elders and Governing Board.
Exception:
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Policy 17 – Whistleblower Policy
The purpose of the Whistleblower policy is to provide a framework for the
implementation of that part of MCC’s Code of Ethics and Conduct ("Code")
requiring Senior Leadership Staff, Governing Board members and
compensated/volunteer employees to observe high standards of business and
personal ethics in the conduct of their duties and responsibilities. As employees
and representatives of MCC, we must practice honesty and integrity in fulfilling
our responsibilities and comply with all applicable laws and regulations.
Policy
A. Reporting Responsibility
It is the responsibility of all Senior Leadership Staff, Governing Board members
and compensated/volunteer employees to comply with the Code and to report
violations or suspected violations in accordance with this Whistleblower Policy.
B. No Retaliation
No Senior Leadership Staff, Governing Board member, compensated staff
member or uncompensated volunteer who in good faith reports a violation of the
Code shall suffer harassment, retaliation or adverse employment consequence.
An employee who retaliates against someone who has reported a violation in
good faith is subject to discipline up to and including termination of employment.
This Whistleblower Policy is intended to encourage and enable employees and
others to raise serious concerns within MCC prior to seeking resolution outside
MCC.
C. Reporting Violations
The Code addresses MCC’s open door policy and suggests that employees
share their questions, concerns, suggestions or complaints with someone who
can address them properly: In most cases, an employee's supervisor is in the
best position to address an area of concern. However, if you are not comfortable
speaking with your supervisor or you are not satisfied with your supervisor's
response, you are encouraged to speak with someone in the Human Resources
Department/Director of Operations and/or the Moderator/Chair of the Governing
Board whom you are comfortable in approaching. Supervisors and managers are
required to report suspected violations of the Code of Conduct to MCC’s
Governing Board Compliance Officer, who has specific and exclusive
responsibility to investigate all reported violations. For suspected fraud, or when
you are not satisfied or uncomfortable with following MCC’S open door policy,
individuals should contact MCC’s Governing Board Compliance Officer directly.
In accordance with MCC’s open door policy, employees may report violations or
suspected violations of the Code to supervisors or managers, representatives of
Human Resources, the Director of Operations and/or the Moderator/Chair of the
Governing Board; alternately, they may file reports with MCC’s Governing Board
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Compliance Officer. Supervisors and managers are required to report violations
and suspected violations of the Code to the Compliance Officer, and that person
has ultimate, specific and exclusive responsibility to investigate all such reports.
In the event of suspected fraud, MCC’s Governing Board Compliance Officer
should be contacted directly.
D. Compliance Officer
MCC’s Governing Board Compliance Officer is responsible for investigating and
resolving all reported complaints and allegations concerning violations of the Code
and, at their discretion, shall advise the Moderator and/or the Audit Committee.
The Governing Board Compliance Officer has direct access to the Audit
Committee of the Governing Board and is required to report to the Audit committee
at least annually on compliance activity. MCC’s Compliance Officer is the Chair of
the Audit Committee, appointed by the Governing Board.
E. Accounting and Auditing Matters
The Audit Committee of the Governing Board shall address all reported concerns
or complaints regarding corporate accounting practices, internal controls or
auditing. The Compliance Officer shall immediately notify the Audit committee of
any such complaint and work with the committee until the matter is resolved.
F. Acting in Good Faith
Anyone filing a complaint concerning a violation or suspected violation of the
Code must be acting in good faith and have reasonable grounds for believing the
information disclosed indicates a violation of the Code. Any allegations that
prove not to be substantiated and which prove to have been made maliciously or
knowingly to be false will be viewed as a serious disciplinary offense. Reports of
violations or suspected violations that are determined to have been filed without
good faith intent or without grounds reasonably believed to be true; or further,
those filed with malicious intent or known by the filer to be false, will be
considered as serious disciplinary offenses.
G. Confidentiality
Reports of violations or suspected violations may be submitted by the
complainant on a confidential or an anonymous basis. Reports of violations or
suspected violations will be kept confidential to the fullest extent possible;
however, the need to conduct an adequate investigation may at some point
supersede some or all aspects of confidentiality.
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H. Handling of Reported Violations
The Governing Board Compliance Officer will notify the sender and acknowledge
receipt of the reported violation or suspected violation within five business days.
All reports will be investigated promptly and appropriate corrective action will be
taken if warranted by the investigation.
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Policy 18 – Gift Acceptance Policy
Purpose:
Overview of what this policy addresses
a. Description - This policy addresses questions that can and do arise in
any organization that accepts unrestricted and restricted gifts of cash,
securities, in-kind gifts and gifts of collectibles, property and other
material assets. This policy will govern gifts for MCC’s operation,
reserve and investment accounts.
b. Purpose/Rationale – A gift acceptance policy that covers the most
common gifting scenarios provides development staff, Governing
Board members, and others in MCC who solicit support, with the
parameters for gift acceptance they need to move forward with a donor
without needing to interrupt the process to consult with senior
colleagues or governing boards. This policy should provide the
answers that donors pose, especially about restricted gifts, and enable
solicitors to accept gifts that qualify as described in this document.
This document also provides clear direction to development staff
concerning the types of gifts that require MCC Governing Board review
and approval.
c. Applicability – This policy applies to all MCC staff and volunteers
soliciting or accepting gifts for the denomination of UFMCC.

Policy:
1. Unrestricted gifts of Cash—unrestricted gifts (cash, checks, credit
cards) to support the mission of MCC are accepted without
constraint. When accepted by representatives of MCC, these gifts
should be transferred to the MCC main office for processing without
delay.
2. Restricted gifts of Cash—Restricted gifts (cash, checks, credit
cards) that support ongoing core MCC activities and special
projects proposed by the Senior Leadership Team and approved by
the Governing Board can also be accepted without constraint. Gifts
offered to MCC that are unduly restricted by the donor for a new
activity(ies) or project(s) must be reviewed by the GB. MCC
reserves the right to decline gifts for activities outside of MCC’s
core mission or for special projects that are not in alignment with
MCC’s strategic goals and priorities.
All gifts, pledges and promises of contributions shall be reported to
the GB at regularly scheduled meetings. The GB shall be provided
adequate supporting documentation including the pledged amount,
pledge date, purpose for which the gift is intended (restricted or
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unrestricted) and anticipated payment schedule. The GB will
ensure adequate reporting in the financial reports of such
unconditional promises. Pledges over $25,000 will require a formal
pledge agreement that incorporates language allowing for collection
of the pledge through an estate.
Receipting of Gifts
For all charitable contributions the donor will receive a receipt from
MCC which includes: the date of the gift, gift amount, purpose (if
restricted).
3. Gifts of Intangible Personal Property
Securities
Publicly traded securities traded on the New York or American
Stock Exchanges, NASDAQ, and other publicly traded securities
may be accepted. Donors will be informed that it is the policy of
MCC to sell securities immediately. Under no circumstances should
an MCC representative or staff member promise that a particular
security will be held, unless authorized to do so by the Governing
Board.
The value of a gift of securities is determined by taking the mean
(average) of the high and low of the stock(s) or bond(s) on the day
the asset transfer is effected by the donor to MCC.
The donor will receive a receipt that includes the name of the
securities, number of shares gifted, high, low and average value of
one share of each security on the day donor effects the gift, and the
total value of all shares gifted that day.
Insurance
MCC must be named both beneficiary and irrevocable owner of an
insurance policy before a policy can be recorded as a gift. MCC
will record the face value of the policy as the amount of the gift.
·
In cases where MCC receives a beneficiary death benefit from an
insurance policy for which it was not the owner, the full amount
received will be recorded as a gift on the date received.
4. Gifts of real and personal property:
Valuation Considerations
MCC reserves the right to consider, ask for an appraisal, and even
decline gifts of real and personal property. All gifts of this sort
offered to MCC shall be reviewed by the GB prior to acceptance.
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·
·

The donor, not MCC, will value gifts of real and personal property
under $5,000.
Gifts of real and personal property with a value in excess of $5,000
will be recorded at the fair market value placed upon them by an
independent appraiser.

·
When real or personal property is sold, the resulting gain or loss will
be recorded in the financial report as calculated by the amount
realized less value of the gift, as valued on the date the gift is
received.

5. Gifts of Real Estate without contingencies
The Governing Board will review any gift of real estate. Real estate
gifted to and accepted by MCC should be sold as quickly as
possible. It is the Governing Board’s preference that gifts of real
estate be offered without contingencies or expectations of use or
long term ownership.

For gift crediting and accounting purposes, the value of the gift is
the appraised value of the real estate reduced by the costs of
appraisal, maintenance, real estate taxes, insurance, broker's
commission and other costs of sale, unless the donor makes an
additional gift of cash to cover these expenses.
The donor may be asked to pay for all or a portion of the following:
Appraisal cost
Maintenance cost
Real Estate taxes
Insurance
Real Estate Broker's commission and other costs associated with
the sale of the property subsequent to its donation
The property must be transferred to MCC prior to MCC’s
entertaining any formal offer or contract for purchase of the
property.
The property must be appraised by an independent and
professional agent. That agent must base the appraisal on a
personal visitation and internal inspection of the property. The
appraisal should contain photographs of the property, the tax map
number, the assessed value, zoning status, and complete
information regarding all mortgages, liens, litigations and title
disputes of the property, and whenever possible should also
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include documented valuation of comparable properties located in
the same geographic area.
MCC reserves the right to require any environmental assessment of
gifted property.

The proceeds of the sale of a gift of real estate will be added to
MCC’s operating account, cash reserves and endowment following
the formula adopted by the Governing Board.
6. Gifts of Real Estate with conditions and/or contingencies
The Governing board shall form an Ad Hoc committee to assess on
a case-by-case basis those real estate gifts donated with conditions
and/or contingencies.
.
The Ad Hoc team shall factor in the organization-wide implications
of accepting gifts from compensated and uncompensated staff and
volunteers.
Short- and long-term management of such properties shall be
factored into the Governing Board review.
Overall, it is the Governing Board’s preference that as much as
possible and practical, gifts of real estate be donated without
contingencies.
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Policy 19: Operating Reserve Fund Management Policy
Purpose:
The Operating Reserve Fund is a Governing Board designated and controlled
unrestricted fund. The general purpose of the fund is to help to ensure the long‐
term financial stability of MCC and position it to respond to varying economic
conditions and changes affecting the organization’s financial position and the
ability of the organization to continuously carry out its vision and mission.
The Operating Reserve Fund will be used for the following objectives:






Promote public and donor confidence in the long‐ term sustainability of the
organization by preventing chronic cash flow crises that can diminish its
reputation and force its leaders to make expensive short‐ term, crisis‐
based decisions or unnecessarily divert attention from the leadership
needs of the organization.
Create an internal line of credit to manage normal cash flow fluctuations in
income and expense to bridge the short-term timing difference between
the receipt of unrestricted donations and/or church assessments and the
cash outlays required to support MCC operations.
Provide flexibility to increase MCC’s ability to absorb or respond to
temporary changes in the organization’s environment or circumstances as
well as effectively operate during emergencies, such as:
o Unexpected income shortfalls.
o Unexpected demands on resources including emergencies and
unforeseen negative events.
o Unanticipated opportunities.
o An approved strategic change in direction requiring immediate,
short-term investment not addressed in the budget.

This policy outlines how MCC will grow, manage, and invest the Operating
Reserve Fund.
Policy:
1.

Following non-profit best practices, MCC seeks to build and maintain
an Operating Reserve Fund equal to three (3) months of operating
expenses.
a.
During the build-up phase, the Governing Board will balance
short-term and long-term needs as it determines how quickly to
progress toward this goal. The Governing Board in conjunction
with the Moderator and Director of Operations will review and
update the Operating Reserve Fund build-up plan during each
annual planning cycle.
b.
When the Operating Reserve Fund reaches a total balance of
three (3) months operating expenses it will be considered fully
funded. Thereafter, the Finance Committee will review the
Operating Reserve Fund balance against the annual budgeted
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2.
3.
4.

5.

expenses as part of the annual budget cycle and inform the
Governing Board if further contributions are required to maintain
a balance equal to three (3) months operating expenses.
The Governing Board will control the disbursement of monies from the
Operating Reserve Fund.
The Operating Reserve Fund will be accounted for as a separate line
item in the annual budget and financial statements.
Contributions to the Operating Reserve Fund are expected to come
from two primary sources:
a.
Any gift earmarked specifically for the Operating Reserve Fund.
b.
25% of any unrestricted bequest, consistent with the Governing
Board policy for bequests.
Disbursements and repayments from the Operating Reserve Fund will
occur in the following fashion:
a.
Internal Line of Credit – Operating Reserve Fund monies less
than or equal to 25% of the full Fund balance may be budgeted
and disbursed to the MCC General Operating Fund with
Governing Board approval of the annual budget. These funds
must be repaid in full to the Operating Reserve Fund by the last
business day of the fiscal year in which the funds were
disbursed.
i. These funds must be requested as a separate line in the
annual budget itemizing the anticipated month(s) for
disbursement and repayment.
ii. Use of funds for an internal line of credit must be reviewed
and approved annually by the Governing Board.
iii. The Director of Operations has the authority to use these
approved, budgeted funds as scheduled without seeking
further Governing Board approval. The Director of
Operations may choose not to take the scheduled
disbursement if the funds are not required or delay use of
the scheduled disbursement to a later month as long as the
funds are repaid in full as scheduled in the approved budget.
iv. If the approved, budgeted funds cannot be repaid in full to
the Operating Reserve Fund by the last business day of the
fiscal year in which the funds were disbursed, the Governing
Board will determine whether the funds can be repaid
through other income sources or reclassified as a year-end,
unbudgeted disbursement (see below) for repayment the
following fiscal year. It is not recommended that an internal
line of credit for the next fiscal year be budgeted and
approved until these funds are repaid.
b.
Emergencies and Unbudgeted Disbursements – Operating
Reserve Fund disbursements for emergencies and unbudgeted
expenditures are only used when significant, unforeseen
circumstances such as an unexpected income shortfall,
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6.

7.

unforeseen expense, unanticipated investment opportunity, or
immediate crises (emergency) must be managed by the
organization. Emergency and unbudgeted disbursements may
be made only by vote of the Governing Board.
i. Emergency and unbudgeted disbursement requests must be
submitted to the Governing Board for vote. Upon approval by
the Governing Board, the Director of Operations may
disburse the approved monies to the General Operating
Fund for immediate use.
ii. Unbudgeted requests should be accompanied by an
Operating Reserve Fund repayment plan prior to approval.
In all cases, the Operating Reserve Fund repayment plan
must be provided to the Governing Board for approval within
10 business days of the request.
iii. It is understood that emergency and unbudgeted
disbursements are unplanned and, therefore, require a
longer repayment schedule than budgeted disbursements.
Approved, emergency or unbudgeted disbursements must
be repaid in full within 12 months of the Fund disbursement
date.
iv. The Director of Operations will provide monthly updates to
the Governing Board on the use of the emergency or
unbudgeted disbursement and the progress of the
organization’s repayment of the funds.
Emergency and unbudgeted disbursements may cause the Operating
Reserve Fund balance to decline from one year to the next.
a.
The Governing Board, in conjunction with the Moderator,
Director of Operations and Finance Committee, will annually
review the use of the Operating Reserve Fund and repayment
plans to ensure prudent use and repayment of funds.
b.
If the Operating Reserve Fund is less than 50% of the total
Fund balance for two consecutive years, the Governing Board
will adopt an operational budget with a projected surplus to
rebuild Operating Reserve Fund back to the targeted level over
the following two to four years.
The Operating Reserve Funds may be commingled with other
unrestricted funds for investment purposes provided that separate
accounting is maintained and the funds are invested in cash, near‐
cash or other low-risk, accessible investments. The Finance
Committee will receive reports on the Operating Reserve Fund at its
regular meetings and will be responsible for assuring that the funds are
invested prudently with a reasonable rate of return in accordance with
the guidelines stated above and Governing Board Investment Policy.

Exception:
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Exceptions to this policy may be made only by vote of the Governing Board.
Proposed exceptions must be documented in writing and submitted to the
Finance Committee for review and comment prior to the Governing Board vote.
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Policy 20 - Bequest Distribution Policy
This policy addresses the distribution formula for bequest to MCC.
Policy
The current distribution policy adopted (GB 03.03-07.05 Minutes -MOTION
03.03-07.05) is upon the receipt of unrestricted bequests will be distributed
according to the following formula:
○
○
○

25% to operating reserve until it reaches the six month total;
25% to operations prioritized toward vision goals; and
50% to our investment account.

Once the percentage limits of the operation reserve has reached its six month
total, the Governing Board will determine which operations priorities the
remaining percentage will be directed towards.
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Policy 21 – Complaints about the Moderator Policy
GOVERNING BOARD PROCESS FOR
CONSIDERATION OF A COMPLAINT ABOUT THE MODERATOR
UFMCC BYLAWS ARTICLE V.E.3.C.(2).(a)
(a) DISCIPLINE OF THE MODERATOR: Complaints about the Moderator must be
submitted to the Governing Board in written form and must be signed by a
minimum of one (1) member of the clergy from each of ten (10) different
churches and by the Lay Delegates representing the majority of the Lay Delegate
votes from each of ten (10) different churches, and may be initiated by either the
clergy or Lay Delegates. The Governing Board shall establish and publish its
procedure for considering complaints about the Moderator.
Procedure
1. All complaints about the Moderator should be made to the Governing Board
Executive Team (Vice-Chair, Secretary and Treasurer, excluding the
Moderator) at the GBEXECTEAMcomplaint@MCCchurch.net email address.
The Vice-Chair will Chair this process when there are complaints about the
Moderator The Governing Board Executive Team may consult with the MCC
Chief Judiciary Officer, Director of Operations, and/or Convener of the
Council of Elders, as necessary.
2. Within three (3) business days of receiving the written complaint, the
Governing Board Executive Team, will refer the complaint to the rest of the
Governing Board and will notify the Complainant or their representative of
their decision. The notice will include the process and timeline:
a. Within two (2) business days of referring the complaint, the
Executive Team of the Governing Board will inform the Council of
Elders that it is reviewing a complaint and will appoint up to six
members, which may include Executive Team members to review the
matter and make a recommendation to the Executive Team. The
Moderator who is the subject of the complaint may not be appointed
to the Review Team.
b. The Review Team may access any and all documentation and other
materials that gave rise to the complaint.
c. The Review Team will complete the review and submit a written
recommendation to the Governing Board within five (5) business
days.
d. If more time is needed, the Review Team can request an extension. If
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the Executive Team grants an extension, the Vice-Chair will inform
the point person of the Complaint and Complainant as well as the
Governing Board of the revised timeline within twenty-four (24)
hours.
3. The Vice-Chair will convene and Chair a special meeting of the Governing
Board to consider the complaint within three (3) business days of receiving
the recommendations from the Review Team.
4. The Moderator who is the subject of the complaint may participate in the
special meeting at the discretion of the Vice-Chair, but will not participate
in voting.
5. The Review Team will conduct its business in ways consistent with
the values in the Governing Board Policy Handbook as well as the
MCC’s Ministry Leaders Code of Conduct. The Review team is
expected to have a degree of discretion in how non- legal
complaints are handled but it is expected that the full Governing
Board and, if appropriate, other leadership bodies will be informed
if a complaint is received. The Review team has the authority, in
consultation with the full Governing Board, to refer complaints to
local law enforcement, Office of Formation and Leadership
Development as appropriate, to be dealt with under the MCC
Policy for Discipline of Ministry Leaders document (UFMCC Bylaws
Addendum 4, as adopted by the Governing Board) or to the
Governance Committee of the Governing Board as appropriate for
investigation.
6. This Review team of up to six (6) will determine the most appropriate
action following receipt of the complaint. The team is expected to conduct
sufficient inquiries into the complaint to determine what is the most
appropriate body to investigate and, if necessary, to adjudicate on the
complaint.
7. The Review team is authorized to seek legal advice if necessary and may, if
so advised, require that the Moderator be placed on a leave absence (with
partial or full with or without pay) from some or all of their duties while the
matter is investigated.
8. The decision of Governing Board will be made by no less than two-thirds
(2/3) of the members of the Governing Board, not including the Moderator,
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who is the subject of the complaint.
9. The Vice-Chair will immediately send written notification of the decision to
the Governing Board, the Council of Elders, the Complainant, and the
Moderator, who is the subject of the complaint.
10. For the avoidance of doubt all complaints made, whether individual or
made by churches under the provision of the UFMCC Bylaws, will follow this
protocol.
-END-
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Policy 22 –Investment Policy
1.

This document represents the investment policy for all Assets of
Metropolitan Community Church, which are available for investment. This
investment policy, upon approval of the MCC Governing Board shall serve
as the only investment policy to be implemented by the Finance Committee.

2.

Investment Objectives - Presently the investment objectives for invested
assets of MCC are:
a. To provide funds to meet the present and future needs of MCC.
b. To preserve assets by investing in safe and conservative investments.
c. To achieve asset growth, including investment income, realized and
unrealized appreciation of the invested assets.
d. To preserve invested capital to protect the during periods of volatile
swings in market values.
The following are additional objectives:
a. Diversification – Avoid excessive concentration of assets in any one
industry or equity. The maximum invested in any one area shall be no
greater than 5% of invested assets. The number of areas held should
not be so broad as to preclude the proper ongoing management of the
funds invested.
b. Volatility – The investment objectives are long term in nature.
Moderate degrees of volatility are acceptable. The portfolio should be
laddered as to maturities and structured to avoid major swings in market
values to the extent possible.
c. Measurement of Investment Performance – The Finance Committee
shall monitor the performance of total return on invested assets and
report the results to the Governing Board.

3.

Investment Advisors – The Governing Board will retain qualified
Investment Advisors to assist in the development and implementation of
the investment policy. Their duties and responsibilities are:
a. To assist the Governing Board in reviewing and monitoring the
investment policy and investment objectives.
b. To provide to the Governing Board suggested investment plans,
including investment strategies and coordinating the asset allocation
process through the selection of investment providers of selected
funds along with executing the plan. This strategy shall be within the
investment policy as put forth in this policy statement, and as
otherwise directed by the Governing Board.
c. To monitor asset allocation among all asset classes, and verify on a
monthly basis that allocations are within targets defined by this
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investment policy statement, and to report such findings on a monthly
basis to the Finance Committee of the Governing Board.
d. Report in a timely manner substantive developments that may affect
the management of MCC investments.
4.

Asset Allocation – A balanced portfolio will limit the degree of risk to
the invested funds and serve to stabilize long-term results. The asset
allocation minimums and maximum set forth below are intended to serve
as a guide to the Investment Advisors. The Governing Board shall have
the authority to modify these asset allocation percentages to meet the
current and future needs of MCC.

a. Cash & Cash Equivalents
b. Equity Securities
c. Fixed Income Securities

Minimum
5%
15%
15%

Maximum
25%
75%
50%

The Finance Committee shall monitor these allocations on a quarterly
basis and advise the Governing Board if a change in allocation
percentages is desirable.
5.

Permissible Investments
a. Cash & Cash Equivalents

i. Certificates of deposit with a maturity of 12 months
or less
ii. Money Market Funds
iii. Commercial Paper
iv. US Treasury Obligations with a maturity of 12 months or less
b. Fixed Income (Maturities should not exceed 10 years)
i. Certificates of Deposit
ii. Preferred Stocks
iii. Corporate bonds rated “A” or higher by S & P or Moody’s
iv. US Treasury Obligations
v. Federal Agency Obligations, excluding REMIC or CMO
c. Equity Investments
i. Common Stocks (listed on NYSE, AMEX or NASDAQ)
ii. Convertible Preferred Stocks
iii. Mutual Funds
6.

Reporting – The Finance Committee shall report to the Governing
Board at each regular meeting all purchases and sales of investments.
A detailed report of holdings shall be prepared and made available
monthly.
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Policy 23 –Audit Policy
Policy:
Annual fiscal year audits will be completed by the Governing Board. The Director
of Operations, with the approval of the Governing Board, will engage a qualified
professional to conduct the annual audit of the denomination’s financial records
and submit an audit report in writing to the Governing Board. The Board will form
an ad hoc audit committee to review the annual audit report and provide
recommendations to the Governing Board to resolve any findings. The Governing
Board will appoint a Chair of the audit committee. Neither the Treasurer nor
voting members of the Finance Committee shall serve on the audit committee;
however they are available for consultation.
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Policy 24 –Leave of Absence Policy
Policy:
Leaves of absence from the Board may be requested in writing to the Board, and
are subject to approval by it. The request must specify the duration of the leave,
which should not exceed three months. Leaves of absence do not affect the
Board member’s term of office or term limits.
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Policy 25 – Financial Policies and Procedures – Investment
income
Purpose:
Interest may accrue from MCC investment funds creating income for the
organization. To date, no Governing Board policy exists on how to address such
income for unrestricted and restricted investments. Unrestricted fund interest
may be considered operating income by MCC. Since unrestricted investment
income is not guaranteed and, therefore, not budgeted as income a Governing
Board policy is needed for how the income will be used. This policy addresses
how such income will be applied with priority given to repayment of any
outstanding debt against the operating reserve and any remaining funds applied
as income to the general operating fund. Interest from restricted funds must
follow the terms and conditions of the restricted fund which normally results in reinvestment of such interest for restricted fund use only.
Policy:
Unrestricted Investment Funds
From time to time, MCC may choose to invest monies in certificates of deposit,
money markets, or other investment opportunities as approved by the MCC
Governing Board. It shall be the policy of MCC to transfer the interest income
from these unrestricted investment accounts at the time the interest is awarded,
provided that transferring the interest does not affect the terms and conditions of
the investment vehicle. Interest transfers will be done in the following priority
order: (1) repay any open withdrawals against the Operating Reserve account,
and (2) apply to its general operating funds.
Restricted Investment Funds
Policies on interest on restricted or temporarily restricted asset accounts must
follow the terms and conditions for the restricted account. In most cases, unless
the documents creating the restricted fund allow for different uses, the interest
income will be re-invested for the restricted fund’s use.
Exception:
Any deviation for this policy requires approval by the Governing Board on a caseby-case basis.
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Policy 26: General Conference Assessment Rates & Exempt Funds
Purpose: This policy captures motions and bylaw changes of UFMCC Bylaw Article IX Church Finances affecting assessment rates established by the General Conference. The
Governing Board implements the contents of this policy on behalf of the General
Conference.

POLICY
ASSESSMENT RATE:
These assessment rates were approved and recorded in RECORD OF ACTIONS
UNIVERSAL FELLOWSHIP OF METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCHES (MCC) GENERAL
CONFERENCE XXV BUSINESS MEETING 02 July 2013 Chicago, Illinois (USA).
Motion 5: Motion to approve an assessment rate for the next six years, made by Liz
Bisordi. Move to approve the following church assessment rate from 2014 through
General Conference year 2019 as follows: 2014 at 12%; 2015 at 12%; 2016 at 12%; 2017
at 11.5%; 2018; 11.5%; and 2019 at 11.0%.
Motion is seconded. MOTION PASSES BY TWO-THIRDS MAJORITY IN CLERGY HOUSE
AND BY TWO-THIRDS MAJORITY IN LAY HOUSE at General Conference 25.
EXEMPT FUNDS:
EXEMPT FUNDS: Funds bequeathed and money collected for the following purposes must be
reported, but may be deducted from the total receipts before calculating the amount due the
UFMCC:
a. FUNDS TO MEET THE IMMEDIATE NEEDS OF PERSONS IN DISTRESS: This money may
only be used to cover direct services without which the recipient would be destitute
or in personal danger.
b. BUILDING FUND: This is money set aside to construct or purchase a church facility
which may include worship space, meeting space, office space, kitchen facilities,
classroom space, non-revenue parking facilities, furniture and major equipment for
these facilities. It may also be used for major renovation costs of purchased or
leased/rented facilities and the payment of the principle on a building loan. Funds
raised specifically to reduce the principle on a building loan are assessment exempt
as part of the building fund. Rent, mortgage interest payments, utilities, minor
equipment, and routine maintenance are not exempt.
c. DELEGATES FUND: Expenses of sending the church's delegate(s) and clergy to General
Conference.
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Motion is seconded. MOTION PASSES BY TWO-THIRDS MAJORITY IN CLERGY HOUSE
AND BY TWO-THIRDS MAJORITY IN LAY HOUSE AT General Conference 26.

Exception
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ADDENDUM # 1 MCC Records Retention Schedule
Category of
File

Item

Retention
Period
(MCC)

Corporate
Records

Articles of
Incorporation
Bylaws
Board meeting
agendas &
materials
Board and
committee
meeting minutes
Board Conflict of
Interest
disclosure forms
Board files (info
on individual
trustees including
correspondence)
Accounts payable
ledger
Accounts
receivable ledger
Auditor
management
letters
Bank deposits &
statements
Chart of accounts
Check register &
checks
Contracts &
agreements

Correspondence
– general
Equipment files &
maintenance
records
Expense reports

Finance &
Administration

Permanent

Retention
Period
(Legal
Purposes)
Permanent

Retention
Period
(Business
Purposes)
Permanent

Permanent
7 years

Permanent
7 years

Permanent
7 years

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

7 years

7 years

7 years

Permanent

7 years
after end of
service

Permanent

7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

7 years

4 years

7 years

7 years
7 years

7 years
7 years

7 years
7 years

Permanent

Permanent

7 years

7 years
after all
obligations
end
7 years

7 years
after
disposition
7 years

7 years
after
disposition
7 years

7 years
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Category of
File

Item

Retention
Period
(MCC)

Financial
statements
(audited)
IRS Form I-9
(store separate
from personnel
file)
General ledgers
& journals
(includes bank
reconciliations,
fund accounting
by month,
payouts
allocation,
securities lending,
single fund
allocation, trust
statements)
Insurance files
Policies –
occurrence type
Policies – claimsmade type
Accident reports
Fire inspection
reports
Group disability
records
Safety (OSHA)
reports (if
applicable)
Claims (after
settlement)
Investment
performance
reports
Investment
manager
correspondence

Retention
Period
(Business
Purposes)

Permanent

Retention
Period
(Legal
Purposes)
Permanent

Greater of
1 year after
end of
service, or
3 years
7 years

Greater of
1 year after
end of
service, or
3 years
7 years

Same as
legal
requirement

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

7 years

Permanent

7 years
7 years

7 years
7 years

7 years
7 years

7 years
after end of
benefits
Permanent

7 years
after end of
benefits
Permanent

7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years
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Category of
File

Item

Retention
Period
(MCC)

Investment
manager
contracts
Investment
consultant reports
Journal entries
Payroll records
Real estate
Deeds
Leases (expired)

Mortgages,
security
agreements
Purchase
agreements

Tax
Correspondence
with legal counsel
or accountants,
not otherwise
listed
IRS exemption
determination &
related
correspondence
Tax audit closing
letters
Tax returns
Timecards
Withholding tax
statements

7 years
after all
obligations
end
7 years

Retention
Period
(Legal
Purposes)
7 years
after all
obligations
end
7 years

Retention
Period
(Business
Purposes)
Same as
legal
requirement

7 years
Permanent

7 years
3 years

7 years
Permanent

Permanent
7 years
after all
obligations
end
7 years
after all
obligations
end
7 years
after
disposition
of property

Permanent
7 years
after all
obligations
end
7 years
after all
obligations
end
7 years
after
disposition
of property

Permanent
Same as
legal
requirement

7 years
after return
is filed

7 years
after return
is filed

Same as
legal
requirement

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent
3 years
7 years

Permanent
3 years
7 years

Permanent
3 years
7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years

7 years

Same as
legal
requirement
Same as
legal
requirement

Development
Grant
agreements
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Category of
File

Item

Retention
Period
(MCC)

Gift
7 years
acknowledgments
Gift solicitations
7 years
after final
distribution
of funds
received in
response
to
solicitation
Trust agreements Permanent

Trust
correspondence

Communications Annual reports
Other
publications
Photos
Press clippings
Press releases
Research
reports/surveys
Year-end reports
Human
Resources

Benefits:
retirement plans
(plan
descriptions, plan
documents)
Consultant
contracts/files
(expired)
Contracts with
employees

Permanent

Permanent
(5 copies)
Permanent
(2 copies)
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
5 years

Retention
Period
(Legal
Purposes)
7 years

Retention
Period
(Business
Purposes)
7 years

7 years
Same as
after final
legal
distribution requirement
of funds
received in
response to
solicitation
7 years
after
termination
of trust
7 years
after
termination
of trust
7 years

Permanent

Permanent

7 years
n/a
7 years
n/a

Permanent
(5 copies)
Permanent
(2 copies)
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
5 years

10 years

n/a

10 years

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

7 years
after all
obligations
end
7 years
after all
obligations
end

7 years
after all
obligations
end
7 years
after all
obligations
end

Same as
legal
requirement
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Category of
File

Technology

Item

Retention
Period
(MCC)

Disability & sickbenefit records
Employment
applications
Employee
handbooks
Employee
orientation &
training materials
Employee
personnel files
Resumes
Workers comp
claims (after
settlement)
Software licenses
& support
agreements

7 years
after claim
date
3 years

Retention
Period
(Legal
Purposes)
7 years
after claim
date
3 years

Retention
Period
(Business
Purposes)
Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

7 years
after use
ends
Permanent

7 years
after use
ends
Permanent

Same as
legal
requirement
Permanent

3 years
7 years

3 years
7 years

3 years
7 years

7 years
after all
obligations
end

7 years
after all
obligations
end

Same as
legal
requirement

3 years

Periodic Destruction:
Documents from the preceding list will periodically be destroyed after MCC’s
retention period has been met. The Moderator will be responsible for this
schedule and for periodic destruction of documents, following these guidelines:
The retention period begins following the last day of the year in which the record
is dated. Records may be discarded or destroyed at any time following the
Retention Period. The manner of discard or destruction will be determined with
respect to individual privacy and corporate integrity. Notwithstanding the
retention schedule, documents may be retained for longer periods at the
discretion of the Moderator. In the event MCC receives notice of pending or
actual litigation or government investigation or if it appears reasonably
foreseeable that such litigation or investigation may occur, the related records
will be retained indefinitely. Files of daily operations on MCC’s computer network
will be replicated or “backed up” at least weekly with backup data stored off-site.
Failure to comply with this Document Retention Policy may result in disciplinary
action against the employee, including suspension or termination. Questions
about this policy should be referred to Moderator.
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ADDENDUM # 2 MCC Document Retention Guidelines
Document Retention Schedule
Sarbanes-Oxley Act includes provisions which make it a crime to alter, conceal,
cover up, falsify or make a false entry in any record, document, or tangible object
with the intent to impede, obstruct or influence the investigation or proper
administration of any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of
the United States or in any Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Violations are subject to
fines and prison terms of up to 20 years.
This policy describes MCC’s document control policies and procedures. Effective
management of documents and records (“document control”) is critical to
providing the highest quality service to our donors, our partner organizations, and
our community in general. In addition, a document control system is required for
compliance with government regulations such as the 2002 Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

MCC Document Management Log
Category of
Item
File
Corporate
Articles of Incorporation
Records
Bylaws
Board meeting agendas, minutes, and
handouts
Committee meeting agenda, minutes,
and handouts
Governing Board Conflict of Interest
disclosure forms
Policies and
Board Policies and Procedures
Procedures
General Operations Policies and
Procedures Manual
Program Manuals
Employee Handbook

Printed Electronic
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

Record Retention
Corporate records include all records you produce as an employee, whether
paper, verbal or electronic. A record may be as obvious as a memorandum, email, a contract or a case study, or something not as obvious, such as a
computerized desk calendar, an appointment book or phone message. The law
requires MCC to maintain certain types of corporate records, usually for a
specified period of time. Failure to retain those records for those minimum
periods could subject you and the MCC to penalties and fines, cause the loss of
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rights, obstruct justice, spoil potential evidence in a lawsuit, place the MCC in
contempt of court, or seriously disadvantage MCC in litigation.
The GB expects all employees to fully comply with the records retention and
destruction policies and schedules, and with the following general exception to
any stated destruction schedule:
If you believe, or the GB informs you, that MCC records are relevant to litigation,
or potential litigation (i.e., a dispute that could result in litigation), then you must
preserve those records until the Moderator determines the records are no longer
needed. That exception supersedes any previously or subsequently established
destruction schedule for those records. If you believe that exception may apply,
or have any question regarding the possible applicability of that exception, please
contact the Moderator.
The goals of this policy are:
to ensure that all non-critical records are retained for the minimum period
required by law and no longer, thereby eliminating the storage-space problem
and minimizing expenses; to ensure that all critical records, including those which
may substantially affect the obligations of MCC or document MCC’s compliance
with the law, are retained for a sufficient period of time as to be useful to that
end; and to ensure that records are destroyed only pursuant to a standard policy
which has been developed for business reasons.
This policy shall apply to all records regardless of whether the records are stored
on paper or on computer hard drives or other electronic media. Attached to this
policy is a Records Retention Schedule. This Schedule sets forth the
recommended retention periods for each category of records. The categories are
intended to be general and should be interpreted as including all types of records
relating to that category, including correspondence, notes, reports, etc.
Documents that are sent to storage should be identified by category and should
indicate a planned destruction date determined in accordance with the attached
schedule. The individual responsible for carrying out this policy shall use these
dates to identify records ready for destruction. The Moderator is responsible for
the overall administration and enforcement of this policy. The Moderator must
monitor compliance with the retention periods and is specifically charged with
overseeing periodic reviews of records in accordance with the policy. Oversight
shall include creation of an index of active and inactive records as well as
maintaining a “log book” in which all destroyed documents are recorded.
The legally-required retention periods set forth on the attached schedule
presumes the operation of MCC in the “ordinary course of business.” Destruction
of records relating to litigation or governmental investigations may constitute a
criminal offense. The Moderator shall be responsible for suspending destruction
of any MCC records as soon as litigation, federal government investigation, civil
action, audit by a governmental agency or enforcement proceeding is suspected,
reasonably anticipated or is commenced against MCC, its officers, directors or
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employees. The Moderator shall notify individuals at MCC responsible for record
retention activities to ensure that destruction of records is suspended until the
litigation, investigation or proceeding is complete.
Failure on the part of employees to follow this policy can result in possible civil
and criminal sanctions against MCC and its employees and possible disciplinary
action against responsible individuals (up to and including termination of
employment). Each employee has an obligation to inform the Moderator
immediately of a potential or actual litigation, external audit, investigation or
similar proceeding involving MCC that may have an impact as well on the
approved records retention schedule.
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act addresses the destruction of business records and
documents and turns intentional document destruction into a process that must
be carefully monitored. It is important for all personnel to know the length of time
records should be retained to be in compliance.
This information is intended as a guideline for retention of records; it is not a
comprehensive list of all types of records MCC might have. In addition, some
individual records within a given category will have more significance than others,
depending on the circumstances, and may warrant retention beyond the time
period indicated below. In each case, records should be retained for the longer of
the periods specified in the “Legal Purposes” and the “Business Purposes”
columns.
Retention / Destruction of E-mail Documents
Work related e-mail is a MCC record and must be treated as such. It is the
responsibility of the sender of the email message from MCC and the recipient of
messages from outside MCC to manage email messages according to the
MCC’s records retention policy. E-mail that does not meet the definition of a
MCC record (i.e., personal e-mail or junk e-mail) should be deleted from the
system right away.
MCC e-mail servers are NOT intended for long-term record retention. E-mail
messages and any associated attachment(s) with retention periods greater than
one (1) year should be electronically stored in an appropriate file on a network
drive subdirectory, so that it may be maintained and stored in accordance with
the records retention policy. It is important to note that the e-mail messages
should be kept with the attachment(s). The printed or electronic copy of the email must contain the following header information:
who sent the message;
who message was sent to;
date and time message was sent; and
subject.
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When e-mail is used as a transport mechanism for other record types, it is
possible, based on the content, for the retention and disposition periods of the email and the transported record(s) to differ. In this case, the longest retention
period shall apply. An email can be deleted once the email has been stored
electronically in a file on the network drive. The electronic copy must be retained
for the correct time period as determined by the Foundation’s record retention
policy.
Electronic Records
This policy applies to all electronic records. Staff should determine whether a
document should be held in paper or electronic format, if it exists in both. Either
the paper version should be destroyed and the electronic version maintained for
the time requirements of this policy, or the electronic version deleted and the
paper version maintained for the time requirements of this policy. Duplication of
records in both electronic and paper format is unnecessary and cumbersome.
If an employee has performed MCC-related work on his or her home computer,
any records or documents should be transferred at the earliest possible time to a
MCC-owned computer and deleted from the home computer. This ensures that
the document will be maintained under this policy.
E-mail correspondence which falls under one of the protected types of
documents addressed in this policy should be saved by saving an electronic copy
of same for the period specified in the policy. Email correspondence which does
not directly fall under one of these categories may be kept as long as the staff
member believes it is necessary but no more than one year. For example, a
request from the GB to prepare a report or notification from the Operations
Manager that an entry has been posted are not required to be kept. However, a
response to a request for information from legal counsel or an opinion from the
auditors would fall under the protected document classes and should be
maintained in accordance with this policy.
Electronic records will be backed-up on a regular basis to recordable media. The
period between back-ups will be no more than one week.
Unnecessary Documents
Those documents whose continued preservation serves no useful purpose and
may, in fact, expose the Foundation to storage costs and liability shall be
promptly and systematically deleted and destroyed by the employee who
generated them. These include, but are not limited to, personal e-mails and
correspondence unrelated to MCC matters; preliminary drafts of letters and
memoranda if a final version has been retained; brochures and newsletters
received by MCC unrelated to its activities; and any "junk mail" received by the
MCC. However, any of the above documents relevant to or discoverable in
pending or potential litigation and other legal and official proceedings shall be
retained.
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Policy Handbook Release History
This section records the history of significant changes to the Policy Handbook with the most
recent revision listed first.
Release

Date

Description of change

12

July 05, 2016

Updated Policy 26 to include Exempt Funds per GC26 approval

11

June 23, 2016

Added new Policy 26 for GC Assessment rates per GC25 approval

10

April 02, 2016

Added new Policy 11 for Governing Board/Moderator transitional
dates; Policy 21- Complaints About the Moderator; and update to
Policy 6 - Policy 6 – Board Operations and Meetings – added Email
motions and Virtual voting.

9

January 22, 2015

Updates to Section 2 committee rotation and audit verbiage;
Policy19-Operating Reserve Management, 22- Investment Policy
and Policy 23 – Audit Policy. Included Policy 16- Assessment
Payment after approval at 22 Jan 2015 GB meeting.

8

October 31, 2013

Update to Policy 5. Changed Treasurer’s term limit back to 2
consecutive terms; and added facilitate Moderator’s Performance
evaluation to Vice-Chair’s duties by GB motion October 2013; Policy
23 – audit committee – added word “voting” for clarification. Added
new Policy 25- Investment Income Policy. Policy 14 – clarification
that Bylaw Team Chair regarding interpretation per GB meeting April
2012. Additional cosmetic changes from updated UFMCC Bylaw
renumbering from General Conference 2013, clarification that the
GB has adopted these policies, as well as updated links to MCC
documents.

7

May 29, 2013

Update to Policy 5. The Treasurer’s term limits were changed from 2
to 3 consecutive terms by a GB motion August 2012 but mistakenly
not updated in the policy handbook.

6

May 1, 2013

Revision to Policy 12. Modified language in 12.7, 12.9 and added
12.13

5

October 16, 2012

Revision of Policy 18. Defined gifts of real estate without conditions
(5) and gifts of real estate with conditions (6).

August 10, 2012

Addition of Policies 16, 23, & 24. Moved Document Retention out of
Policy 13 and into Addendum 2

3.1

April 15, 2012

Reformatted outline & updated TOC

3.0

March 10, 2012

Addition of Policies 13, 18, 22 & Addendum

2.0

March 04, 2011

Revisions to V1.1 of December 12, 2010

1.1

December 12, 2010

Revisions to Draft of September 14, 2010

1.0

September 14, 2010

Draft with Revisions

1.0

August 17, 2010

Initial Draft
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